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The application of benefit-cost analysis to
environmental problems in general, and to global
warming as demonstrated by Kosobud in particular,
is a very useful tool. Depending upon the limita-
tions of the relevant data available (in this case, the
degree to which the marginal costs and marginal
benefits of a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
can be quantified), benefit-cost analysis can offer
information to society about how to improve its
condition. However, beyond the criticism of its
estimate of the Pareto optimal point (based on
theoretical considerations regarding the convexity of
the social production frontier and of social
preferences), benefit-cost analysis suffers from a
fundamental weakness: It cannot speak to the
distribution of the net benefits of implementation of
an international greenhouse policy.

Within an individual country, debate on a
particular policy intervention can effectively
separate the issues of achieving a potential Pareto
optimum and distributing the benefits necessary to
actually accomplish Pareto optimality. This
situation occurs because (theoretically, anyway)
these decisions are made in the presence of a

binding enforcement regime that can redistribute
benefits as seen fit. A policy can then be introduced
in the manner that achieves the best overall net
benefits, and the allocation of these benefits can be
treated as a stand-alone problem.

However, in the case of international policy-
making such as in the greenhouse situation, it is
not possible to divide these two issues. There is no
enforcement regimen that can impose a binding
redistribution of net benefits, at least at this time.
Instead, policy analysis should focus on the
determination of what is the best attainable policy,
given that each actor (country) must be better off
after the implementation of this policy, all things
considered. "All things considered" would include
the possibility of side payments and the nature of
the additional utility that a country enjoys when a
policy results in a more equitable allocation of net
benefits among countries. A game theoretic
approach may be more suitable to this problem
because it addresses this consideration directly.
Benefit-cost analysis, on the other hand, may
suggest an "optimal policy" that has no chance of
being successfully implemented and observed.
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